
Officer

	

Yes. Your Jump Captain is packing your equipment . Better get started .
Good luck .

Decker

	

Anyway I estimated that on high energy levels solex could walk this
disk retro to the negative templative current setting which is, as I
say, should be prox year AD one nine five three .

TQB

	

Stonehenge, this is tranquility Base .
SH

	

Go ahead TQB.
TQB

	

We will Warp Sarg Ekoms in 39 seconds, stand by .
SH

	

Standing by . . . .
TQB Warp!
SH

	

We have firing signal . . . we have firing signal .

Decker

	

We have some sustainers now that were born prox time AD 1953 .
I've touched with some of them . But they are so full of plastic that
it's next to impossible to get any kind of print out from them .

SH

	

We lost him . We lost him! Tranquility Base, this is Stonehenge . TQE
come in . We lost him!

TQB

	

We are reading you Stonehenge. We have rectifiers up . If we don't
find the trouble, it will mean that the future has been changed .

Announcer

	

Good evening . Tonight we will broadcast the first of a series of programs
honoring the inventor of electronic television, Dr . Philo Taylor
Farnsworth . These programs are made possible by circumstances aris
ing from Dr. Farnsworth's many inventions . We are especially privileged
to have with us tonight the famous Sarg Ekoms .

Sarg

	

In that now dead future from which I came, a method by which I
could penetrate the temporal screen and thereby the fourth dimension
allowed me to visit you in your time . As a result of a penetration
of the space time continuum, I was able to collect data concerning
the past for the people in my time . But when I became familiar with
the attitudes of your people, I began to change .

Announcer

	

The results of Sarg's experiments and experiences are the subject of
this series of programs . In a moment this episode of contact with
the future will begin, but first a word from Tadlock Gravity Cars .
TADLOCK - the first name in gravity cars introduces the Ecology X3,
the most advanced surface vehicle in the world today . Our fusion
powered, totally silent, completely clean computer slave surface cars
are the finest to be tound . The interiors are fitted for the utmost comfort
for intercity, continental, or oceanic travel . From the garden belt to
the central city, from Wenderland to Chandigar, the Tadlock Gravity
Car is the people's choice . The Ecology X3 has no moving parts, emits
no energy conversion wastes, runs for seven years on a single fusion
tube under normal conditions . Tadlock Gravity Car has developed a
computer slave microwave which conforms to any existing surface pat-
tern from altitudes of from 25 feet to 25,000 feet and whisks you intra-
metropolitan at speeds of 450 miles an hour in complete comfort .
See the Ecology X3 at the Tadlock Gravity Car showroom
today. TADLOCK gravity cars .

Voice

	

See the Ecology X3 by Tadlock Gravity Car at your dealer's showroom
today . Now, we go first to Lawrence Colman in Beaver City, Utah
for his report on Dr. Farnsworth's birthplace .

Announcer L. Colman We are here in Beaver City where Dr . Philo Taylor Farnsworth is born
on a windy desert morning, August 19, 1906 . . . .
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